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Tom struggles
with the after effects of a breakup in his
relationship with his girlfriend Heather.
Unaware of the shadowy figure stalking
him, he is seduced and turned by the
beautiful vampire Elder named Lydia.
With a new world open to him, he revels in
his fledgling vampire abilities. But just
when everything seems fine, his deep
longing for Heather causes him to risk
everything to see her again. Can Tom
control his urge to hold Heather in his arms
once again or will his new vampire
mistress be jealous?
Youre sure to enjoy
this vampire love story with an erotic twist
as they battle other vampires and each
other to find the peace and happiness they
all so desperately long for and deserve.
All characters portrayed in this novel are
18+. Approximately 20,000 words of
explicit vampire sex.
WARNING:
Contains graphic and explicit sexual
content and situations. This book is not
intended, and should not be viewed by
anyone below the age of 18.
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